
Claudia Christian is a film and TV star with roles in Babylon 5, 9-1-Claudia Christian is a film and TV star with roles in Babylon 5, 9-1-
1, Blood of Zeus and NCIS. She is an accredited substance abuse1, Blood of Zeus and NCIS. She is an accredited substance abuse
counselor and the most well-known advocate for the Sinclaircounselor and the most well-known advocate for the Sinclair
Method (TSM) to treat Alcohol Use Disorder (AUD). TSM uses anMethod (TSM) to treat Alcohol Use Disorder (AUD). TSM uses an
opiate blocker called Naltrexone to treat AUD; its averageopiate blocker called Naltrexone to treat AUD; its average
success rate is over 78% as documented by eight double-blindsuccess rate is over 78% as documented by eight double-blind
placebo studies across five countries. Claudia is the founder ofplacebo studies across five countries. Claudia is the founder of
the C Three Foundation, the only global non profit devoted tothe C Three Foundation, the only global non profit devoted to
advocacy of The Sinclair Method. In 2014 Claudia’s award-advocacy of The Sinclair Method. In 2014 Claudia’s award-
winning documentary about the method, “One Little Pill” waswinning documentary about the method, “One Little Pill” was
released to critical released to critical acclaim. You can find it streaming acrossacclaim. You can find it streaming across
platforms including Amazon.platforms including Amazon.

Adam Vibe Gunton is a bestselling author, entrepreneur,Adam Vibe Gunton is a bestselling author, entrepreneur,
and expert storyteller. His company, and expert storyteller. His company, Recovered On PurposeRecovered On Purpose,,
was founded on the mission of raising up the addictionwas founded on the mission of raising up the addiction
recovery community to share their stories powerfully andrecovery community to share their stories powerfully and
help the future generations not go down the path ofhelp the future generations not go down the path of
addiction. Adam has been featured in Treatment Magazine,addiction. Adam has been featured in Treatment Magazine,
Recovery Today Magazine, and The Good Men Project.Recovery Today Magazine, and The Good Men Project.
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With their combined expertise in the
Sinclair Method and substance abuse
prevention, Claudia and Adam deliver
a powerful message to your university
audience that makes lasting, life-
changing impact.

https://www.facebook.com/ClaudiaChristianFanPage
https://www.instagram.com/officialclaudiachristian/
https://twitter.com/ClaudiaLives
https://cthreefoundation.org/
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https://www.youtube.com/recoveredonpurpose
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33.4%

75%

S e x u a l  A s s a u l t  A n d  S u b s t a n c e
A b u s e  P r e v e n t i o n

33.4% of female students
(and 6.8% of male students) will experience rape or
sexual assault during their tenure.

75% of these cases
were perpetrated while the victim was incapacitated
by alcohol.

https://www.rainn.org/statistics/campus-sexual-violence
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/08862605211050103

Adam begins the presentation with his story of successful high schoolAdam begins the presentation with his story of successful high school

athletics at Columbine High School that were coupled with a successfulathletics at Columbine High School that were coupled with a successful

partying lifestyle. He then shares the event from his freshman year of collegepartying lifestyle. He then shares the event from his freshman year of college

that changed everything, leading him down the path of deep addiction,that changed everything, leading him down the path of deep addiction,

before showing the audience the police body cam footage of when he wasbefore showing the audience the police body cam footage of when he was

found dead from overdose. He shares the coping skills he wished he hadfound dead from overdose. He shares the coping skills he wished he had

when the event in college happened, and what life could have looked likewhen the event in college happened, and what life could have looked like

with them. His story touches every audience to become aware of not onlywith them. His story touches every audience to become aware of not only

their own alcohol and drug use, but the warning signs that may be exhibitedtheir own alcohol and drug use, but the warning signs that may be exhibited

in friends.in friends.

Claudia follows with a breakthrough method ofClaudia follows with a breakthrough method of

harm reduction for communities prone to alcoholharm reduction for communities prone to alcohol

misuse and the dangers that follow. With amisuse and the dangers that follow. With a

message very different than the commonmessage very different than the common

abstinence policy, The Sinclair Method is aabstinence policy, The Sinclair Method is a

groundbreaking way for college students to enjoygroundbreaking way for college students to enjoy

their lives in college with their friends without thetheir lives in college with their friends without the

danger of drinking to the point of incapacitation –danger of drinking to the point of incapacitation –

the most common factor in campus sexual assault.the most common factor in campus sexual assault.
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Nearly every demographic in America faces

risks associated with alcohol drinking but

women occupy a unique place with their

relationship to alcohol. 

First, the alcohol industry specifically targets women through packaging, “mommy hour,”

and product placement any time there’s a book club mentioned on a TV show. Second,

alcohol can cause multiple types of cancer, but more notably, it has a strong connection

with breast cancer. Third, 22% of women reported drinking more after having their first

child. Often, doctors dismiss their claims, saying “it’s normal because they had to stop

drinking during pregnancy.” This is a missed opportunity for prevention!
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LET'S FACE IT,
dependent--with a higher association between more alcohol and more harm. If someone were to cut back just 1, 2, or even

3, drinks in a given week or session, they could positively affect their health and dramatically decrease their risk of sexual

assault and trauma. The Sinclair Method doesn’t preach abstinence but instead allows for the possibility of reducing alcohol

consumption. A person can take an opioid blocker, unlearn the desire to drink, and end up drinking fewer drinks while not

eliminating alcohol altogether, though, 25% of individuals on TSM do eventually give up alcohol altogether. Learn how the

Sinclair Method can be used either way--completely eliminating drinking or simply reducing it enough to reverse some

negative health outcomes.

some people (especially college students) may not want to give up

alcohol or simply want to cut back. Many of alcohol’s risks are dose-
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